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An additional submission to
procedural decision made following
Issue Specific Hearing 9, 1A
Deadline – 22 February 2021, 5pm
Dear Mr. Smith
At the hearing on Friday 19 February

attacked SEAS’s letter of 14 February as

inaccurate and bordering on vexatious. Speaking on behalf of SEAS, Mr. Fincham said that
SEAS did not accept that the letter was inaccurate but that SEAS would consider what
had said and if we thought any part of the letter required correction would write to you
accordingly. We stand by the letter and do not need to correct anything.

sought to

rely on the fact that his client had in negotiations conducted between its and
respective agents agreed to amend the “gagging” provision to be found at clause 16 of the
generic agreement. We understand that the only amendment offered covered the discrete
topic of

concerns over interruption to the water supply to Ness House and that,

as Mr. Fincham stated,

was offered a sum in excess of £50,000 on the basis that

he withdrew his opposition to these applications and took reasonable steps to assist SPR to
obtain consent. No payment was offered free of that condition.
It may assist if SEAS confirm the terms of the request for information and disclosure made
on behalf of SEAS at the hearing on Friday which was that the Applicant provides:
(1) a statement detailing all payments agreed or offered to interested or affected
parties, charities, local authorities or other bodies or individuals; and
(2) disclosure of all relevant material including concluded agreements, draft
agreements or other documents containing or evidencing offers and emails sent
or received by SPR or those acting for it relevant to payments agreed or offered.
Yours sincerely,
Suffolk Energy Action Solutions
cc colin.innes@shepwedd.com
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